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On 6 October 2015 the Court of Justice of the European Union held that 
Commission Decision 2000/520/EC of 26 July 2000, under which US 
entities that had joined the “Safe Harbour” program were treated as 
ensuring an adequate level of protection of personal data within the 
meaning of EU regulations, is invalid. The ruling brings a number of 
consequences for businesses. 

A few words about Safe Harbour 

The EU’s Data Protection Directive (95/46/EC) generally prohibits the transfer of 
personal data to countries where an adequate level of protection of personal data 

is not ensured.  

Because of its lack of uniform data protection regulations, the United States was 
not regarded as a country ensuring an adequate level of data protection. In 
response to the blooming business and economic relations between the US and 

the EU, the European Commission, in cooperation with the US Department of 
Commerce, developed the Safe Harbour program, approved by a decision of the 
European Commission in 2000. Joining the Safe Harbour program automatically 
qualified US entities as ensuring an adequate level of protection, thus meeting the 
requirements of the Data Protection Directive. In consequence, personal data of 
EU citizens could be transferred to such entities without additional requirements or 
restrictions. 

But the question kept coming up over and over: Is the Safe Harbour really safe? 

Schrems v Facebook 

Maximillian Schrems, an Austrian activist and long-time Facebook user, had 
doubts about the safety of his data. He filed a complaint with the Irish Data 
Protection Commissioner disputing the legality of the transmission of his personal 
data by Facebook Ireland to servers of Facebook Inc located in the United 
States. Schrems alleged that his data are not adequately protected, and many 

unauthorized entities, including the US authorities, have access to them. He also 
cited information disclosed by Edward Snowden concerning actions by American 
intelligence agencies, particularly the National Security Agency, arguing that the 
United States does not act to protect the personal data of Europeans. 

The Irish data protection authority indicated that Facebook had joined the Safe 
Harbour program, and therefore it lacked authority to consider Schrems’ 

complaint. The High Court of Ireland, to which the case was referred, applied to 
the Court of Justice of the European union for a preliminary ruling to resolve this 
dispute. 

The CJEU ruling 

In its request for a preliminary ruling, the Irish High Court sought an explanation 
of whether the national data supervisory authority is entitled to review whether a 
country to which data are transferred ensures an adequate level of data 

protection, when it is a country as to which the European Commission has issued 
a decision finding that the country does ensure an adequate level of data 
protection. The Court of Justice ruled that the existence of a decision finding that 
the third country ensures an adequate level of protection of personal data does 
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not exclude the power of national data supervisory authorities to review the rules 

under which data of European citizens are transferred to that country. The court 
indicated that there was not only a right, but even a duty of national supervisory 

authorities to ensure that the transfer of data complies with the standards set 
forth in the Data Protection Directive and the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the 
European Union.  

The Court of Justice further found that the rules for protection of personal data set 
forth in the Safe Harbour decision do not comply with the standards established 
by EU law. Consequently, it held that the Safe Harbour decision is invalid. 

Consequences for businesses 

Firstly, businesses will need to take a fresh look at how they cooperate with 
entities from the United States in terms of data transfer.  

In order to avoid the need to obtain consent to transfer of data from Poland’s 
Inspector General for Personal Data Protection (GIODO), the business must 
ensure appropriate safeguards of privacy and the rights and freedoms of data 
subjects. This can be done by conclusion of an agreement based on standard 

contractual clauses approved by the European Commission, or binding corporate 
rules approved by GIODO. It must be borne in mind that the requirements 

imposed on the party from the US must meet the requirements of EU law. 

The judgment by the Court of Justice also increases the risk of an inspection by 
GIODO to verify the legal grounds for transfer of data to third countries. If GIODO 
finds that data are being transferred to third countries not ensuring an adequate 
level of protection without a legal basis, it may prohibit such transfer, and after 

entry into force of the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation it may also impose 
a fine on the entity.  
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